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The Warren Astronomical Society is a local, non-profit organization of amateur astronomers. The
Society holds meetings on the first and third Thursdays of each month. The two meeting locations
are listed below:
1st Thursday - Cranbrook Institute of Science
500 Lone Pine Road
Bloomfield Hills, MI
Membership is open to those interested in astronomy and its related fields. Dues are as follows and
include a year's subscription to Sky and Telescope.
Student ......................... $12.00
Individual ..................... $21.00

Observatory Chairman:

College ......................... $16.00 Senior Citizen ...........$16.00
Family .......................... $26.00

Dave Dobrzelewski 979-3273

Stargate Observatory is owned and operated by the Warren Astronomical Society in conjunction
with Rotary International. Located on the grounds of Camp Rotary, Stargate features a 12½” clubbuilt Cassegrainian telescope under an aluminum dome. The observatory is open to all club
members according to the "Stargate Observatory Code of Conduct."
Lectures are given at Stargate Observatory each weekend. The lecture will be either Friday or
Saturday night, depending on the weather and the lecturer's personal schedule. If you cannot
lecture on your scheduled weekend, please call the Chairman as early as possible or contact an
alternative lecturer. Those wishing to use Stargate must call by 9:00 p.m. on the evening of the
observing session. The lecturers for the coming month are:
July
July
July
July
July

3/4 ....................... Frank McCullough
10/11 .................. Jim Yax
17/18 .................. Dave Dobrzelewski .......... 979-3273
24/25 .................. Marty Kunz ..................... 477-0546
31/Aug 1 .............. Ray Bullock ..................... 879-9458

Emergency back-up lecturers:
Doug Bock ................533-0898
Alan Rothenberg ......355-5844
Don Misson ...............727-9083

WARREN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
**********************************************************************
July 2, 1981
Cranbrook meeting at 7:30
July 3-5, 1981
Field trip to Doug Bock's property near Cadillac.
Bring tents, telescopes and food.
July 17-19, 1981
Great Lakes Regional Convention. Location: Ohio
Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio. Sponsered by:
The Columbus Astronomical Society and The Ohio
State University Astronomy Club
July 31, 1981
STAR PARTY *** Introduction to the Herschel club.
Location: STARGATE If cloudy we will meet the next
night, Saturday Aug. 1st. There will be all night
observing. We will have a messier marathon to see
how many objects we can get in one night. This will
be a good chance for those people that need to finish
the Messier catalog for their certificates, or for those
people that want to get a good chunk of the objects
under their belts towards a Messier certificate.
August 6, 1981
Cranbrook Meeting at 7:30
August 10-16, 1981 ASTROCON 81 ** National Convention at Kutztown
Penn.
August 28-30, 1981 W.A.S. Summer Campout *** This is the big one.
There will be a Messier contest on Friday if clear. If
cloudy then the observing activities will be on
Saturday. A baseball game will start at 1:00 Saturday
afternoon. This weekend will give you a chance to
work on your sub-group projects, with others there
to help if needed. There will be a list of new deep-sky
objects to be observed and studied. A cookout is
schedule for 7:00 pm Saturday. Bring your own food
for the rest of the meals. Charge will be $5.00 for
members and $6.00 for guests. This charge is for the
accommodations. Other observing activities are
scheduled. See you there...at STARGATE.
Sept. 3, 1981
Cranbrook Meeting at 7:30
Sept. 17, 1981
GENERAL MEETING ** At last we have our general
meeting place back. During the regular school year
we will have our general meetings at Green Acres
Elementary school. If a 12 month location is found it
will be published in a later WASP. This meeting
starts at 7:30.
Sept. 25, 1981
STAR Party at STARGATE. If cloudy then it will be
the next night, Saturday the 26th.
Oct. 1, 1981
Cranbrook Meeting at 7:30
Submitted by Doug Bock
President
533-0898

07/81
Where have all the astronomers gone?
OR
It is easy to do amateur astronomy.
It is the motivation that is hard.
We live in a time of financial recession. When this situation exists, it is time
for us amateur astronomers to start building home-made telescopes again. It saves
money, plus the quality of the instrument can be better than the professionally made
instrument. For those that already have their telescope, how about using it a little
more? It is a relatively cheap form of entertainment to go out, away from the city
lights, set up your scope, and observe all night. It can be comfortable to do if you
remember to bring a few basic things with you. First you plan out the observing
program for the night. If you can, get an observing partner. You will be able to stay
awake longer and share the experience with someone along. If you are a deep sky
observer, list all the objects that you wish to look at and then make sure they will be
up that night. If you drink coffee, take a thermos of coffee with you. Maybe some
munchies would be good also.
Check the weather service for that night's low temperature, subtract at least
10 degrees and that's the temperature you dress for. Even in the summer your
snowmobile suit can be a good item to have. You just wear lighter clothes under it.
This will help keep the moisture off you. Summer nights can get rather damp and
cold. Wear boots to keep the moisture off your feet; otherwise they will get cold. Bring
a card table to set your charts, cameras, flashlight and eyepieces on. Also bring a
lawn chair of the lounge type and the standard chair type. This will give you
something to sit on while working at the table and something to relax in while
looking at the sky for meteors, aurora or just plain looking. If you want, bring a
sleeping bag.
If you have AC power available bring a hair dryer to keep the summer dew
off the optics. If you're into astro-photography make sure your batteries for your
drive corrector are charged. If you are going out to a state park, get there early so
you can pick a good campsite for clear horizon. Otherwise you might be stuck with
whatever campsites are left, and that might be surrounded by trees. Besides, if you
get there early you will probably see a nice sunset, and it is easier to set up while the
sun is still up. If there are a few things you have to organize yet, like your charts,
than the twilight hours can be used to great advantage. Periodically check for the
brighter stars as twilight progresses, for soon you will be scanning the skies for
whatever your heart desires.
We have plenty of new observing programs starting up. Get involved. Pick
the category you like and start yourself into a satisfying hobby. The rewards are not
monetary, they are self-fulfilling. You can get only as much as you put in to this
hobby. If you enjoy the outdoors away from the rush of city life then this is a good
way to find peace of mind, fresh air, good intellectual companionship and the
universe.
Douglas H. Bock
533-0898

